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-78 mil. cars are running in Japan. 

- 9.7 mil. Japan-brand car production in Japan.

- 18 mil. Japan-brand car production in overseas.

-5.2 mil. new car registration.

-1.6 mil. of HV, PHV, EV, FCV & Clean Diesel cars sales. 

(nearly 40% of new family car sales.) 

- Avarage vehicle usage is 13 years. 

- 3.7 million ELVs a year & more than 4,000 automotive recyclers in Japan.

- ASR recycling rate is more than 95% in Japan. 

- Domestically operated Kobelco ELV Dismantling Machine is nearly 1,400 units 
(70% market share) and overseas is 210 units.

General Information,

2019 Automotive Industry in Japan         by JAMA & JARA



As a result, a shortage of used cars on the market from the car trade-ins at 
car dealers decreased. 

Therefore, prices of used cars increased and Automotive Recyclers ELV 
obtaining was more difficult at car auctions. 

On the other hand, the demand for mandatory (periodic) vehicle inspections 
was ongoing despite the COVID-19 pandemic.

However, the demand for oil replacement and other repairs weakened due 
to shortened driving hours amid people’s self home isolation and teleworks.

In the long spring holidays in May 2020, car accidents decreased as people 
were unable to travel due to the state of emergency. Thus, the number of car 
collision repairs decreased. Naturally, recycled parts sales to repair stations 
(shops) also dropped.

The whole world is in a difficult situation due to CPVID-19 pandemic,

So, May 2020

Car sales decreased by 45 % year-on-year, which was caused by 

temporary stoppage of automakers’ car production and car dealer's sales 

due to employee’s self home isolation. 



The car dealers, however, couldn’t hold large-campaign programs to attract 
customers to prevent the spread of COVID-19 infections. 

After the declaration was finished, the number of people were seeking used 
cars which are available sooner than new ones for “Social distance”. 
Therefore, used car demand sharply increased.

Car recyclers were also worrying about the “material” business. The trade 
price of steel scrap sharply plummeted due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The trade price of non-ferrous metals also plunged with a prolonged impact 
expected.

In June 2020, 

after the state of emergency had been finished in late 

May 2020, people returned to car dealers. 



The pandemic is causing heavy damage to automotive recyclers. 

As you know, Automobile Recycling business has 3 pillars, “Recycled part 
sales in domestic market”, “Recycled part exports” & “Material sales”,

The negative impact is larger than the 2008’s Lehman shock, extended to all 3 
pillars of their businesses: Material sales (steel scrap, non-ferrous metals, 
etc.),  Recycled part exports and Recycled part sales for the domestic market. 

Particularly, Material and Export businesses depend on overseas situations. 
There are no signs of the pandemic recovery in spite of car recyclers efforts. 

However, in October 2020, performance of the major automotive recycled 
parts inventory company, JARA Co., Ltd., (www.jara.co.jp) recovered to the 
same level of 2019.

Recycling industry continues to take corporate efforts 

for business continuity against the COVID-19 pandemic.

http://www.jara.co.jp/


In November 2020, there was a sign of recovery in new car sales, which lead 
to recovery in ELV acceptance by car recyclers. 

Corporate efforts by car recyclers were progressing to maintain business 
continuity as a result of the experience of the Lehman shock crisis.

The pandemic was causing heavy damage to automotive recyclers. They 
need to review of their Business Continuity Plan (BCP) to break through the 
status quo. 

So, Japan which has been hit by some natural disasters such as typhoons, 
floods, and earthquakes every year and as our business related to social 
infrastructure, the automotive recyclers need to reconsider some action plans 
and communication networks with further cooperation to the local 
government and communities.

Moreover, the storage of masks and antiseptic solutions are needed for 
employees and their families, thereby securing an employee-friendly 
working environment with improved employee satisfaction (ES).

Meanwhile, 

optimistic factors have been observed in today’s market. 



Automotive Recycling Business in Japan

ELVs come from Customers, Car dealer, Car repair shop, Car Auctions, Insurance 
company, etc.  NPO-JARA member companies accepts 4,000 ~ 20,000 ELVs a 
year.  

ELV condition check → Data collection & input to computer → Airbag 
deployment → Drainage of fuel, oils & refrigerant → Necessary parts disassembly

→ →

→
→



→ Parts condition check → Parts data input to computer (inventory) system →
Clean-up removed parts → Parts storage. 

*  Automotive Recycled Part (becoming guaranteed parts)

Computer inventory network system covers nearly 300 JARA Co. Ltd. members 
(including Best Recyclers Alliance) in Japan and introduces more than 3 mill. 
recycled parts with pictures.   

→

→ →

→



*RESEARCHED BY WASEDA UNIVERSITY IN JAPAN                       

E/G 261kg

M/T 179kg

Muffler  54kg

Radiator 58kg

Front door 96kg

With steps of Circular Economy and SDGs, Japanese Auto-recyclers promote CO2 

reduction advantage of Automotive recycled parts (by amount) comparing to 

new parts production. 

“Customers start to buy our automotive recycled parts directory.”



Recycled parts are good quality used pats; Cleaned, Inspected & Guaranteed 
Used Parts.  The price is less than 50% of new parts.

Rebuilt (Remanufactured) parts are reassembled recycled parts after 
changing internal aged parts.  The price is nearly 70% of new parts. 

Major recycled part business is B-B using the own online part inventory 
system, but also B-C business at their own parts shop and E-commerce like-

Yahoo auctions

Other disassembled parts which is no market in Japan go to other countries 
without clean-up, inspection & guarantee. 

The price of Recycled Parts 



Most progressive JARA recyclers, 80% of gross sales are from the recycled 
parts business through the computer online inventory system.  

The online business brings “good profit (over $2mill.USD a month)”

Also, this business contributes “Standardization of recycled parts quality” & 
“Transparency of  Recyclers business”  = improving public image & car 
recyclers social status.

“Customers start to buy our recycled parts directory.”

“RecoJapan” in Japan,  www.recojapan.com

1.2 million Auto-recycled parts with pictures

“Car-Parts.com” in US,  www.car-part.com

200 million Auto-recycled parts with live-chat

http://www.recojapan.com/
http://www.car-part.com/


After disassembled recycled parts, the rest such as body, chassis, electric 
wires, etc. are dismantled by KOBELCO-MDM within nearly 20 minutes.

Afterwards, the bodies become cubes by 3 way high pressure press and sale 
to the metal buyer.  Electric wires are also separated to pellet of cooper and 
plastics. 

(Pictures from Takahashi Shoukai Co. Ltd.,)

→



All Owners 

Advanced Deposit 

Fee

(New or Used Car)

Recycling Fee Recycling Fee

Automotive 

Recycling Center 

($ 9billions USD)  

Car 

Exporter

for recycling,

* Airbag 

* Refrigerant

* Shredder dust

Refund 

Recycling Fee

Export

Over 1mill. used car export from 

Japan including 0.15 mil. HV/EV

On average Recycling Fee, 

$108 ($64-ASR, $23-Airbag, $21-Freon).  

Ex, Toyota Collora-$77 (¥7,710), Mercedes Bends-$205 

(¥ 20,500) as import car.   *$1=¥100

Japan Auto Recycling Law implementation since 2005.
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Automotive Recycling is an honor student in the entire recycling industry.

“ELV is the best industrial resources”

Future cars will be a running rare metals & rare earths,

“These vehicles look like typical Urban Mine“

*Researched by Dr. Nakamura of Tohoku Univ. 
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Deep learning, AI has arrived in 

the collision repair (car insurance) industry in Japan.



AI technology capable of big data processing with “Deep Learning” that 
recognizes patterns from a large amount of image data that has improved 
dramatically in recent years. 

AI has arrived in the collision repair (car insurance) industry in Japan for 
investigating cause of car accidents and calculating repair costs. 

Tractable https://tractable.ai/ is an AI company that is now receiving high 
praise from car insurance companies in Europe, US and Japan.

For example, car owners who had car accident, upload photos to a cloud-
based web-app of car damages, and immediately receive repair costs 
estimates, avoiding fraudulent repair estimates and troublesome talks.

https://tractable.ai/


Within seconds, the AI has identified the different parts of the car and 
determined which parts can be repaired and which parts need to be replaced 
fully or leave it to the technical adjuster (Assessor).

The human work of a technical adjuster is limited to processing hundreds or 
thousands of accident estimates per year.

But, Tractable’s AI is possible to estimate a huge number of accidents with the 
same quality as an expert at the speed of one hundredth of human work and low 
cost.

Car owner takes few damaged car photos, 

send them to Tractable’s AI, and if anti-fraud checks pass, 

the claim can be settled cash in minutes.



Tractable's AI will be able to grasp the latest information on car materials that 
affect the calculation of repair costs and accident estimation processing 
technology based on IoT data from in-vehicle sensors, in addition to image 
processing technology. 

It will have a wide range of involvement including car recyclers. It is 
expected to be used in the future for purchase price assessment of ELVs 
using Tractable’s AI. its AI predicts price of used parts before disassemble 
body parts from the ELVs at Auto-recyclers ELV site (stock yard) 

In addition, Tractable's AI technology will be effective in the rapid estimation 
and evaluation of a huge number of vehicles and houses that will be damaged 
by natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, floods, and hurricanes that 
will occur frequently around the world. 

Advantage of Tractable’s AI
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